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Abstract.12

BACKGROUND: The aim of a robotic exoskeleton is to match the torque and angular profile of a healthy human subject in13

performing activities of daily living. Power and mass are the main requirements considered in the robotic exoskeletons that need14

to be reduced so that portable designs to perform independent activities by the elderly users could be adopted.15

OBJECTIVE: This paper evaluates a systematic approach for the design optimization strategies of elastic elements and16

implements an actuator design solution for an ideal combination of components of an elastic actuation system while providing17

the same level of support to the elderly.18

METHODS: A multi-factor optimization technique was used to determine the optimum stiffness and engagement angle of the19

spring within its elastic limits at the hip, knee and ankle joints. An actuator design framework was developed for the elderly20

users to match the torque-angle characteristics of the healthy human with the best motor and transmission system combined with21

series or parallel elasticity in an elastic actuator.22

RESULTS: With the optimized spring stiffness, a parallel elastic element significantly reduced the torque and power requirements23

up to 90% for some manoeuvres for the users to perform ADL. When compared with the rigid actuation system, the optimized24

robotic exoskeleton actuation system reduced the power consumption of up to 52% using elastic elements.25

CONCLUSION: A lightweight, smaller design of an elastic actuation system consuming less power as compared to a rigid26

system was realized using this approach. This will help to reduce the battery size and hence the portability of the system could be27

better adopted to support elderly uses in performing daily living activities. It was established that parallel elastic actuators (PEA)28

can reduce the torque and power better than series elastic actuators (SEA) in performing everyday tasks for the elderly.29
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1. Introduction31

Robotic exoskeletons help users of impaired gait to perform the activities of daily living (ADL)32

independently. According to Roberts et al. [1], there are more than 617 million people aged 65 or more are33

estimated worldwide, which is 9% of the total population and the number will keep increasing. The gait34

of the elderly significantly differs from the young healthy gait during locomotion [2,3]. One of the major35

causes of the accidental deaths in the elderly are the frequent falls [4] and which is directly linked with36

the change in the movement of the gait [5]. Several assistive exoskeletons are described in the literature,37

ReWalk [6], Indego [7], Ekso [8], HAL [9], Mina [10], Mind walker [11] and Rex Bionics [12]. These38

assistive exoskeletons can provide a matching torque angular profiles of a healthy individual to assist the39

impaired gait users. Some of the exoskeletons developed are light-weight but require crutches to maintain40

balance and hence compromise on the insufficient actuation of the joints. Rex, on the other hand, does not41

require any crutches to maintain balance but is it is one of the heaviest assistive exoskeletons available to42

date. This paper developed an optimization strategy for choosing the optimal motor and transmission43

systems combination along with the optimized stiffness values of the elastic elements for designing an44

assistive exoskeleton robot with the objective of minimizing its total weight and power to enhance the45

portability of the device so that user can independently perform ADL. Considering the human motion46

characteristics of a healthy human, it will determine the optimal actuation system for series and parallel47

elastic actuators.48

Several studies that use the concept of series and parallel elastic elements in wearable robots have49

been recorded [13–20]. However, fewer applications of parallel elastic actuators (PEA) were reported50

as compared to series elastic actuators (SEA). An elastic element e.g., a spring can help lower the peak51

torque and power requirements over the range of motion of the joint. The design optimization exists52

for systems such as engine optimization and enhancive/assistive exoskeletons for rigid systems, in this53

research, the effect of the introduction of the elastic elements on the exoskeleton joint optimized design54

will be studied. It was found that adding a parallel spring can reduce the peak torque and power at the55

lower limb joints [18,21]. On the other hand, a series spring can bring benefits in terms of power and56

energy consumption at the ankle joint [22,23]. In order to achieve the optimum results, the stiffness of the57

spring needs to be adjusted for a particular parameter of interest [24]. The spring parameter optimization58

to reduce power and energy requirements were investigated by several studies and reported some of the59

spring optimization criteria [22,25–29]. The optimal stiffness of the spring based on peak power and60

energy consumption was studied by [30]. It was found by Grimmer, Eslamy and Seyfarth [22] that the61

spring stiffness should be adjusted for the case of SEA with respect to the minimum energy at the hip and62

knee joint and minimum peak power at the ankle joint. However, the approach previously used [22,30]63

was based on powered prosthetic devices. A comparison among different configurations of the SEA64

was established [31]. In these studies, the optimization process considered only the task requirement65

without involving the actuator dynamics. The motor and transmission systems full capabilities need to be66

exploited in order to obtain lightweight and power-efficient actuator systems.67

It has been recorded in the findings described above that a spring can reduce the high torque and power68

demand on the motor. But what should be the best approach to optimize the stiffness of the spring for69

assistive exoskeleton applications? With the optimized elastic elements, what should be the optimal70

process for the selection of the motor and the transmission system? In this paper, the optimum actuation71

system will be realized by choosing the best combination of motors and transmission systems as well as72

employing the optimum spring stiffness. It will develop a novel technique to optimize the stiffness of the73

spring for assistive exoskeleton applications. This will help the designers to choose PEA and SEA with74
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their stiffness values and equilibrium angles for lower limb exoskeletons which consist of the hip, knee75

and ankle joints. Furthermore, with the optimized elastic elements, a novel optimization approach for the76

motor and transmission systems for assistive robotic exoskeletons will be developed that requires a careful77

consideration among different design parameters. There must be an acceptable level of compromise that78

should be made in one variable to achieve better results for another variable. This will promote more79

lightweight, compact and power-efficient actuators. Therefore, an optimization approach to design the80

elastic actuation systems of assistive robotic exoskeletons is essential.81

2. Methodology82

2.1. Exoskeleton gait data83

The human gait data of a healthy subject was collected and analyzed for sit to stand and level ground84

walking. Procedures involving experiments on human subjects are done in accord with the ethical85

standards of the Committee on Human Experimentation of the institution in which the experiments were86

done or in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki of 1964 and its later amendments or comparable87

ethical standards. Approval body was MaPS and Engineering joint Faculty Research Ethics Committee88

(MEEC FREC), University of Leeds (Ref. No. MEEC 15-004). These two types of maneuvers represent89

the basic tasks of elderly people to perform activities of daily living (ADL) independently. The gait90

data of a healthy human subject was acquired by placing markers at certain points on the subject while91

several cameras were recording the positions of the markers. An informed consent for the experiment92

was obtained from the subject. Five trials were obtained by the subject for each of the manoeuvres. The93

points where markers were placed on the lower limb of the subject were described as the common points94

between the user and the exoskeleton and therefore, the kinematic data of these points will be used in the95

dynamic model of the exoskeleton. The exoskeleton geometric and inertial parameters were considered to96

estimate the kinematic and kinetic model of the exoskeleton. During the calculation of the weight of the97

user, the total weight was divided into the upper part and the lower part of the body. The weight of the98

upper part was considered to be a point mass located at the upper part of its centre of gravity. The mass of99

each lower part of the body was added at the centre of gravity of each respective exoskeleton link in the100

dynamic model of the system. During the calculation of the total weight of the exoskeleton, the mass of101

the user was subtracted from each exoskeleton link.102

2.2. Design requirements103

The exoskeleton was intended to be designed for elderly people that can provide 50% support to its users.104

Three degrees of freedom (DOFs) were actuated i.e. hip flexion/extension (HFE), knee flexion/extension105

(KFE) and ankle dorsi-plantar flexion (ADP). With these actuated DOFs, sit to stand and level ground106

walking could be performed. A user of 100 kg was targeted as the maximum body weight. The basic107

requirements were obtained from the Rex Bionics exoskeleton. The optimization of the exoskeleton108

actuation system was based upon minimizing the total weight, the total power consumption and supporting109

the maximum allowable user weight. The torque and power requirements obtained from the collected data110

are listed in Table 1 for the hip, knee and ankle joints. This table is obtained by using the joint position111

data from motion capture experiment. Exoskeleton links dimensions were introduced to obtain the joint112

kinematics. The inertial parameters of the exoskeleton were included in the joint kinematics to obtain the113

torque and power requirements of the joints. This data of a healthy person will be used as a reference in114
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Table 1
Design requirements of assistive robotic exoskeleton actuation system at hip, knee and ankle joint

Maneuver Sit to stand Swing phase Stance phase

Joint Hip Knee Ankle Hip Knee Ankle Hip Knee Ankle

Peak torque (Nm) 25.6 96.2 24.6 30.1 16.7 2.5 28.8 0 65.1
RMS torque (Nm) 16.0 59.1 19.8 15.6 10.2 2.0 14.9 0 38.4
Peak power (W) 8.3 24.6 1.5 2.7 7.2 0.6 0 0 1.6
RMS power (W) 4.4 14.1 0.6 1.5 4.1 0.3 0 0 0.6

order to match the torque-angular profiles of the exoskeleton in order to support the elderly. The knee115

joint during the stance phase was assumed to be fixed and the double support stance phase has not been116

considered.117

2.3. Model of elastic actuation system118

The torque and power requirements were derived similar to [32] for motor and the strain gears. For119

springs in series and in parallel, it was evaluated from [21]. But in contrast to [21], rotational models120

for SEA and PEA were analyzed. In the developed model, motor efficiency and inertia has also been121

considered.122

2.3.1. Modelling of electric motor123

The total torque applied at the rotor of the motor Tm is given by Eq. (1).124

Tm = Tr + Jθ̈m + cθ̇m (1)

In Eq. (1), Tr is the output torque of the motor, J is the inertia of the mechanical parts including motor,125

shaft and the connecting parts, c is the viscous damping of the motor. θ̇m and θ̈m represent the required126

angular velocity and acceleration respectively. These include the motor’s winding limit given by Eq. (2),127

the motor’s temperature limit given by Eq. (3) and the current limit represented by Eq. (4).128

(Tmax)winding =
Kt

R
Vmax −K2

mθ̇m (2)

(Tmax)temp = Km

√

∆Tmax

TPR
−Dθ̇2m (3)

(Tmax)current = KtImax (4)

Where Kt, Km, R, Vmax, Imax represent the torque constant, motor constant, resistance, maximum129

allowable voltage and the maximum current respectively. ∆Tmax is the maximum temperature change a130

motor can hold and TPR is the thermal resistance of the motor.131

The power consumption of the motor can be obtained from Eq. (5).132

P =

{

T 2

m

K2

m
γ
+ Tmθ̇m P > 0

T 2

m
γ

K2

m

+ Tmθ̇m P < 0
(5)

Where Km is the motor constant and γ includes the amplifier and other electronic systems efficiencies.133

For any given joint torque and power, the torque and power required by the motor must lie within the134

allowable limits of the motor given by its winding, temperature and current line.135

2.3.2. Modelling of transmission system136

Equation (6) shows the torque required by using harmonic drives.137
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Tm =

{

Tr

nN
P > 0

nTr

N
P < 0

(6)

Where n is the harmonic drive efficiency and N is the transmission ratio obtained from Eq. (7).138

θ̇m =Nθ̇r
(7)

θ̈m =Nθ̈r

The geometrical equation using an inverted slider Ball screw mechanism is illustrated in Eqs (8) to139

(10).140

L=
√

(r2p + r2d − 2rprd Sin α (8)

rf =
rprd Sin γ

L
(9)

N =
ωm

ωr
=

2πrf
p

(10)

where “p” is the pitch size, L is the length of the ball screw. The schematic of the Ball screw and the141

geometrical parameters are depicted in Fig. 1. The variables rp, and rd defines the distance of the joint142

from the proximal and distal end of the ball screw respectively. rf is the shortest distance from the143

joint and the ball screw. By varying these parameters, different configurations of the ball screws will144

be obtained. These configurations will provide us with different values of the torque and power of the145

joints. It should be noted that the transmission ratio for the case of Ball screws is not fixed but varies146

across the joint ROM. The diameter of the ball screws has an impact on its strength while the pitch size147

affects the transmission ratio of the system. For a given ball screw with a specific pitch size and diameter,148

the four design parameters were modified so that various configurations of a particular ball screw can149

be realized. However, these design parameters were limited by device constraints e.g. space limitation,150

avoiding singular positions of the device and an allowable size. The configurations obtained were then151

tested with the load applied to the ball screw. If the mechanism was not able to bear the required load, it152

was eliminated. Similarly, this was applied to all the selected ball screws with various pitch sizes and153

diameters.The masses were evaluated from the material density and the dimensions of the ball screws.154

2.3.3. Model of SEA155

The basic advantage of adding a series spring is to reduce the amount of power required by storing the156

energy and reusing it during power-demanding moments. Although SEA can reduce the power demand of157

the motor, it does not reduce the torque requirement of the motor [33]. Figure 2a represents the schematic158

of the SEA. Motor power can be obtained from Eq. (11) as159

Pm = Tm

(

θ̇g +
Ṫs

Ks

)

(11)

The required peak power of the SEA is calculated as160

Pm = max

(∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Tm

(

θ̇ +
Ṫs

Ks

)∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

(12)

In order to estimate the required energy consumption the RMS power is used given by Eq. (13).161

Prms =

√

∑n
i=1

(Pi)

n
(13)

Where Pi is the power required by SEA at the ith instant. The value of Pi is caluculated from Eq. (11)162

for each instance i.163
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Ball screw crank mechanism with a series spring.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of SEA model. (b) Schematic of PEA model.

2.3.4. Model of PEA164

PEAs are used to reduce the amount of torque required, thus reducing the requirement of a large165

transmission system. However, it also gives benefits in terms of power requirements. The schematic of166

PEA is shown in Fig. 2b. The power requirement of the PEA can be given as,167

Pm = (Tg −Kp(θo − θg))θ̇g (14)

Where168

Tm = Tg −Kp(θo − θg) (15)

The peak and rms value of torque and power can be calculated using Eqs (16) to (19)169

(Tm)peak = max(|Tg −Kp(θo − θg)|) (16)

Trms =

√

∑n
i=1

(Ti)

n
(17)

(Pm)peak = max(|(Tg −Kp(θo − θg))θ̇g|) (18)
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Prms =

√

∑n
i=1

(Pi)

n
(19)

In Eq. (17), Ti is the torque at ith instant and is calculated using Eq. (15). Similarly, Pi in Eq. (19) is170

the power at ith instant and is derived from Eq. (14).171

2.4. Optimized stiffness of elastic elements172

The optimized stiffness for series spring Ks and parallel spring Kp was determined using the brute force173

search method for each of the parameters [34]. The torque and power required by the motor significantly174

varies depending upon whether the stiffness of the spring was optimized for peak torque or peak power of175

the motor, therefore in this paper, the spring stiffness was optimized for each of the parameters separately.176

For the case of parallel elasticity, the stiffness values were incremented from zero to infinity and the177

equilibrium angles between 0◦ to 360◦ in Eq. (16). The stiffness values and the equilibrium angle were178

scanned for the lowest value of peak torque and peak power. A multifactor optimization for the spring179

stiffness has also been developed that was able to minimize the values for all the parameters with some180

trade-off in each value of the parameter. The series spring stiffness Ks was only optimized based on the181

peak and RMS power since in series spring the amount of torque remains unchanged. The values of the182

optimized stiffness for series and parallel springs for cases of minimizing different parameters will be183

determined prior to performing the optimization of the actuation system. The multi-factor optimization184

criterion was calculated using Eq. (20).185

MF = Trms/max(Trms) + Prms/max(Prms) + Ppeak/max(Ppeak) + Tpeak/max(Tpeak) (20)

Where max(Trms), max(Prms), max(Ppeak) and max(Tpeak) is the maximum RMS torque and power186

and peak power and torque respectively across the gait cycle.187

After incorporating the exoskeleton geometric and inertial parameters, the stiffness of the spring was188

selected starting from 0 to 2000 Nm/rad and the equilibrium angle from 0 to 360 (deg). The algorithm189

then computes the kinematic and kinetic variables at a given joint for all the maneuvers. Tpeak, Trms, Ppeak190

and Prms were determined for PEA and SEA. For optimizing the spring stiffness using the developed191

multi-factor optimization criterion, Eq. (21) was used. The above procedure is repeated until the algorithm192

has finished computing it for all the given stiffness range and the equilibrium angle using all of the193

optimization criteria.194

It should be noted that the spring stiffness value and the equilibrium angle were considered to be fixed195

and do not change during sit to stand operation as well as swing and stance phase of the gait cycle,196

therefore, similar value for spring stiffness and equilibrium angle was used throughout for each of the197

three maneuvers. The same procedure is repeated for all lower limb joints i.e. hip, knee and ankle to198

calculate the optimum spring stiffness at each of the joint.199

2.5. Optimization algorithm of the actuation system200

After integrating the motors and the transmission systems with the desired springs of appropriate201

stiffness, the optimal elastic actuation system was evaluated using the optimization algorithm for elastic202

actuators. The algorithm determines the optimal actuation system initially at the knee joint and then203

proceeds towards the hip and ankle joint and it continues to repeat this cycle until the optimized elastic204

actuators for the case of PEA or SEA were revealed at each of the three joints. As the algorithm computes205

the total weight and power of the system, it assumes the lightweight actuators at the hip and ankle joint206

while performing the optimization at the knee actuator.207
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For a given joint, the optimization algorithm computes the kinematic and kinetic requirements of the208

system depending upon whether the actuation system consisted of PEA or SEA with the given exoskeleton209

geometrical and inertial parameters. For the case of PEA, it uses Eq. (16) and for SEA, it uses Eq. (12)210

with the optimum spring stiffness and equilibrium angle. It should be highlighted that the stiffness and211

equilibrium angle of the spring were selected with the spring optimized for the multi-factor criterion. After212

the kinetic model was obtained by incorporating the type of the elastic system, the algorithm selects a213

motor from the list at a given joint while assuming the light weight actuators at the other joints. Similarly,214

the transmission system was also included and the required motor torque, velocity and acceleration were215

evaluated using the transmission system model specified previously. The required torque, velocity and216

acceleration of the motor were then compared with the torque speed curve of the motor to verify if the217

given candidate elastic actuator satisfies the motor limits. If the given candidate elastic actuator does not218

satisfy the motor limits, it moves to the next candidate in the list but if it satisfies, a score is calculated for219

that candidate elastic actuator using Eq. (21).220

Of =

(

0.3×
Uc

max(Uc)

)

−

(

0.5×
Pc

max(Pc)

)

−

(

0.7×
Wexo

max(Wexo)

)

(21)

Where Uc is the user carrying capacity of the exoskeleton, Pc represents the total power consumption221

calculated using Eq. (5) for each iteration and Wexo is the total weight of the exoskeleton that includes the222

weight of the exoskeleton links and the joint actuators.223

Different weightage was given to each parameter and the normalized values of these variables were224

included in the objective function. A negative weightage was given to the weight and power in the225

objective function since a smaller value for these variables was desired. After estimating the score of a226

given candidate elastic actuator, it moves to the next motor and repeats the above procedure to calculate227

the score for the next particular candidate actuator. After computing it for all motors, it moves to the next228

transmission system in the list until all the motors and the transmission systems are exhausted. Lastly, it229

determines the elastic actuation system with the highest score calculated from the objective function.230

The elastic actuator with the highest score will be the most optimized actuator at this phase at a given231

joint i.e. knee joint since the algorithm was initially applied at this joint. The above procedure is repeated232

at the ankle joint by taking the knee actuator from the previous step and hip actuator as the previously233

assumed one. Similarly, the optimized hip actuator was assessed using similar procedure as described234

above with the knee and ankle actuator updated from the previous steps. The algorithm keeps on repeating235

until all actuators were obtained similar to their previous iteration at each of the lower limb joints.236

2.6. Prototype development237

A model of a lower limb exoskeleton developed in SolidWorks was analyzed using SolidWorks238

motion analysis toolbox to perform the kinetic analysis at the lower limb joints. The developed model239

in SolidWorks was exported to SimMechanics, an environment within MATLAB to realize the system240

using actual physical components. The actuation system of the exoskeleton was first built in a virtual241

environment using physical components available in SimMechanics. It was then further implemented in242

an experimental prototype. The model consisted of a hip part, the thigh part, the shin part and the ankle243

and foot. Both sit-to-stand and level-ground walking was implemented in this model. The obtained data244

mentioned in Section 2.1 was fetched in the system to obtain the torque and power requirements at each245

of the joints. The motor and the series and parallel springs were also added at the hip, knee and ankle246

joint. The effect of transmission systems was also included after obtaining the torque and power at each247

of the joints.248
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Table 2
Optimal spring stiffness values for different minimizing criteria for torque and power at hip, knee and ankle
joint

Hip Knee Ankle

PEA Kp (Nm/rad) θ (deg) Kp (Nm/rad) θ (deg) Kp (Nm/rad) θ (deg)

Minimizing τpeak 24 14 33 36 87 18
Minimizing τrms 21 13 20 6 66 22
Minimizing Ppeak 22 16 25 39 7 13
Minimizing Prms 20 14 15 38 1 36
Combined optimization 21 15 22 36 28 22

SEA Ks (Nm/rad) Ks (Nm/rad) Ks (Nm/rad)

Minimizing Ppeak 217 656 1598
Minimizing Prms 876 656 576
Combined optimization 521 656 1478

3. Results249

3.1. Optimization of spring stiffness250

The results of the spring stiffness obtained for different minimization criteria are tabulated in Table 2.251

The optimized value can be found between 20 to 25 Nm/rad at the hip joint for the case of PEA and252

equilibrium angle between 13 to 16 deg. The stiffness value for the knee was observed to be higher for253

peak torque and power cases. At the ankle joint, the torque minimization case favored higher stiffness254

values whereas the power minimization case indicated a lower value. The overall optimization suggests a255

smaller value of the spring stiffness for PEA. The spring stiffness optimization in SEA recorded a higher256

value, especially for knee and ankle joints. For the knee joint, the spring stiffness value did not change.257

3.2. Torque and power requirements using series and parallel elasticity258

3.2.1. Hip259

The torque and power requirements at the hip joint using PEA and SEA as compared to the rigid260

actuator is elaborated in Fig. 3. All four variables of interest are shown during each of the minimization261

criteria. When optimizing the spring stiffness for the case of Tpeak, it resulted in a significant reduction of262

up to 47% and 70% in Tpeak and Trms and up to 78% in Ppeak, and Prms values. A maximum reduction263

of 78% was observed during sit to stand. A significant reduction of 84% was also attained during the264

optimization of Trms minimization criterion. The results indicated a large reduction in Trms with a trade-off265

in the values of the peak torque Tpeak and other parameters. The cases of power minimization were also266

applied to SEA, but the outcomes reflected that SEA was unable to reduce any significant amount of267

torque and power. In PEA, the Ppeak and Prms minimization cases resulted in a decrease in the required268

amount of torque and power. The maximum decrease was estimated for the case of Prms during sit to269

stand with 91% reduction in Prms as well as a significant reduction in other variables.270

3.2.2. Knee271

The stiffness of the spring for different cases of minimizations at the knee joint is shown in Fig. 4. At272

the knee joint, for the case of minimizing Tpeak spring stiffness optimization, a significant reduction in273

case of peak torque and other variables was recorded while performing sit to stand operation but during274

swing and stance phases, there was a considerable amount of increase in torque and power requirements.275

Similar results have been observed for other cases as well i.e. an increase in torque and power requirement276
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Fig. 3. Torque and power requirements at the hip joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase of the gait for
PEA, SEA and rigid actuation system. The values of the variables Tpeak, Trms, Ppeak and Prms are shown with the spring stiffness
and equilibrium angle optimized for each type of the minimization criterion.
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Fig. 4. Torque and power requirements at the hip joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase of the gait for
PEA, SEA and rigid actuation system. The values of the variables Tpeak, Trms, Ppeak and Prms are shown with the spring stiffness
and equilibrium angle optimized for each type of the minimization criterion.
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during swing and stance phases in PEA. When spring stiffness was optimized for the Trms minimization277

case, the Trms decreased with a large increase in Tpeak and Ppeak of the actuation system. SEA results did278

not suggest any benefit in the torque and power requirements at the knee joint. PEA decreased the torque279

and power during sit to stand but increased them during swing and stance phases as compared to a rigid280

actuation. The multifactor optimization indicated a reduction during sit to stand operation but a slight281

increase during the swing and stance phases of the gait.282

3.2.3. Ankle283

At the ankle joint, PEA increased the amount of torque and power during sit to stand and swing phase284

but decreased a considerable amount during stance phase of the level ground walking. The peak value285

of torque and power was also observed to be in the stance phase. When minimizing the ankle joint for286

the case of τpeak minimization of spring stiffness, results were observed to be similar in all cases i.e. in287

PEA, torque and power are higher during sit to stand and swing phase but significantly lower during288

stance phase. Similar results have been recorded for the τrms minimization case. During Ppeak and Prms289

minimization cases, there was a reduction in the peak and RMS power but the peak torque and RMS290

torque did not show any significant difference as compared to the rigid actuation. The amount of power291

reduction in SEA can be observed to be close to zero. The multi-objective optimization reduces the peak292

torque during sit to stand and swing phase as well as in other variables, but the difference is not significant293

in most of the cases as shown in Fig. 5.294

3.3. Simulation results295

The torque and power trajectories assessed from the simulation model are elaborated in Figs 6 to 8 for296

hip, knee and ankle joint respectively. However, as mentioned in Section 2.2上方, part of the gait cycle297

during the double support stance phase has not been considered. These results have only been shown for298

the case of PEA with the spring stiffness optimized for different optimization criteria shown in Table 2.299

As represented in Fig. 6, there is a significant difference in torque and power requirements between PEA300

and the rigid actuation for different spring minimization criteria. In Fig. 7, the greatest benefit is observed301

at the knee joint during sit to stand operation as the maximum amount of torque is required during this302

phase. The results of the ankle joint can be observed in Fig. 8 where it depicts the maximum benefit of303

PEA at the stance phase.304

3.4. Optimal actuation system305

The optimal actuation system has been presented for the hip, knee and ankle joints of the assistive306

robotic exoskeleton actuation system. This has been evaluated for the case of rigid, PEA and SEA.307

The weight and power consumption of the rigid, PEA and SEA differ significantly in most of the308

actuator combinations. For some of the transmission system combinations, the power and weight of PEA309

and SEA were also noticed to be increased as compared to the rigid actuation system. There was a slight310

difference recorded for the case of SEA compared to the rigid system. The maximum decrease in the total311

weight and power of the exoskeleton for the case of PEA and SEA was observed when harmonic drives312

were employed at the hip and knee joints and ball screws at the ankle joint.313

Figure 9 presents the comparison when either the harmonic drive was utilized in combination with a314

belt and pulley drive system or ball-screws were used. However, the results are presented so that at least315

two of the lower limb joints have the same transmission system. The minimum value of the total mass316

for the case of PEA was revealed by using harmonic drives combined with a belt and pulley system at317
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Fig. 5. Torque and power requirements at the knee joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase of the gait for
PEA, SEA and rigid actuation system for various minimization criteria. The values of the variables Tpeak, Trms, Ppeak and Prms are
shown with the spring stiffness and equilibrium angle optimized for each type of the minimization criterion.
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Fig. 6. Torque and power trajectories at the hip joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase.

the knee joint and ball screws at the hip and ankle joint. But the total power consumption for this case318

was reported to be increased. Considering both the total mass and power consumption, the maximum319

reduction was recorded by using belt and pulley harmonic drive system at the hip and knee joints and ball320

screws at the ankle joint. This case was also true for SEA.321

3.5. Virtual prototype development322

Based on the results of the optimization algorithm, a virtual prototype was built using Maxon EC45-flat323

as the electric motor at the hip and knee joints with a harmonic drive CSD-20-160-2A applied with a324
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Fig. 7. Torque and power trajectories at the knee joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase.

belt and pulley drive system to achieve a transmission ratio of 1:400 and Allied motion MF60020 with325

an SDF ball-screws was used at the ankle joint. According to the findings above, these combinations326

of the actuation systems were considered the optimal ones for a parallel elastic actuator. Therefore, a327

virtual prototype of an assistive robotic exoskeleton was implemented using the physical components328

built in SimMechanics and integrating it with the prototype developed in SolidWorks. A speed-controlled329

DC motor was realized using a PID controller integrated with an H-bridge. Several designs of DC motor330

were implemented. A virtual model of the exoskeleton developed is illustrated in Fig. 10. The total power331

consumption and weight of the exoskeleton were 20.1 W and 24.5 kg respectively using the virtual332
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Fig. 8. Torque and power trajectories at the ankle joint during sit to stand (SS), swing (SW) and stance (ST) phase.

prototype developed using the optimum motor and transmission system combination and the optimum333

values for spring stiffness and equilibrium angles calculated using the proposed optimization algorithm.334

To verify the results, the outcomes using the virtual prototype were compared with the mathematical335

model obtained from Section 3.5上方. The values were similar with only a marginal difference. A high336

correlation was observed between the mathematical and virtual experimentation model as indicated by337

the Pearson R-value squared in Fig. 11 for various transmission system combinations. The weight and338

power consumption of all components of the exoskeleton were included in the prototype. This was true339

for both SEA and PEA.340
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Fig. 9. Total mass and average total power consumption of the exoskeleton of the optimized elastic and rigid actuation system
(hip, knee, ankle). In the symbols above, the first letter represents the transmission mechanism at the hip joint, second letter
represents at the knee joint and third letter represents at the ankle joint. HB represents harmonic drive with a belt and pulley
drive system and B represents ball-screw.

3.6. Electric joint hardware341

An experimental prototype was implemented as illustrated in Fig. 12. The lower limb structure consists342

of an electric motor, gearing system and a torsional spring mechanism. The torsional spring will act343

in parallel to the electric actuation system. The lengths of the thigh and shank were adjustable to344

accommodate different size of the users. Both sit to stand and level ground operations were performed345

using the experimental protype and recorded the total power consumption by the exoskeleton. The total346

power consumption obtained was 30 W. This was measured with the electric current the motor withdrawn347

and the voltage applied to it.348
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Fig. 10. A detailed model of the actuation system at the hip, knee and ankle joints of an assistive exoskeleton.
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Fig. 11. Correlation of total power consumption of the exoskeleton using mathematical and virtual experimentation model for (a)
PEA and (b) SEA, r2: Pearson R-value squared.

Fig. 12. Experimental prototype of a lower limb exoskeleton.

4. Discussion349

In this paper, an optimal actuation system using series and parallel springs for assistive robotic350

exoskeletons was developed for maximizing its efficiency. The effect of optimal stiffness of the spring351

was evaluated based on different minimization criteria. The optimized actuation systems were recorded352

based on an elastic actuation design framework. This work was able to evaluate different optimization353

strategies of the spring stiffness and implemented them to determine the optimal actuation system using354

series and parallel springs. The optimal actuation system was further evaluated using an actuator design355

solution to minimize the weight and power of the exoskeleton.356

When springs are used in robotic exoskeletons, the optimization of the spring stiffness is necessary to357

achieve the desired results [28]. The stiffness of PEA was settled at a lower value than SEA because PEA358

has to follow the whole length of change of the actuator during operation. A slight change in the spring359

stiffness and equilibrium angle of PEA significantly changes the magnitude of the variables of interest.360

SEA was unable to produce any significant difference in the torque and power requirements of the joint361

due to a number of reasons. Firstly, in the current exoskeleton model i.e. model without crutches, the362

walking speed has to be matched with Rex Bionics that is found to be very slow [12]. At a slow speed,363

SEA did not bring any benefits in the power requirements of the actuation system. Furthermore, since a364
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fixed stiffness actuator was used in this investigation for each operation of sit to stand and level ground365

walking, it was unable to reduce the requirements for all types of maneuvers. It was suggested that the366

use of a variable stiffness for each maneuver will bring considerable difference but will increase the cost367

and complexity of the system. This is also true for the case of PEA. The previous studies showed using368

variable stiffness for each instant of gait was not power efficient [35,36]. Therefore, it can be concluded369

that using a fixed stiffness for each particular maneuver will bring benefits in the power requirements for370

SEA. As this paper considered only fixed stiffness actuators with the slow walking speed, therefore, it did371

not prove to be beneficial in the case of SEA. But the torque and power requirement were greatly reduced372

using PEA. The knee joint was fixed during the stance phase but it was able to freely move during the373

swing phase to make it more power efficient [37]. The knee locking also affected the speed of the hip374

joint during the stance phase and hence reduced the power requirements at the hip joint. This is the reason375

why the power requirement at the hip joint was zero. The double support phase during stance has not376

been evaluated since the torque and power requirements were not significant during this phase [38].377

At the hip joint, it can be said that optimizing spring stiffness by minimizing τrms brings more benefits378

in terms of torque and power consumption as compared to optimizing using τpeak minimization criterion.379

However, the benefits of Ppeak and Prms minimization criteria did not significantly differ from each other.380

The four minimization criteria at the knee joint did not bring any substantial difference in the torque381

and power requirements. But the multifactor optimization criteria developed in this paper brings some382

benefits in the power requirement at the knee joint. At the ankle joint, the benefits of PEA were observed383

to be less as compared to the hip joint, but it still suggests a significant amount of benefits in terms of384

torque and power requirements as compared to the rigid actuation. It was recorded that the maximum385

amount of torque and power was required during the stance phase at the ankle joint. PEA was able to386

greatly reduce the requirement at this phase. The multifactor optimization for the spring stiffness was387

proved to be most beneficial at the ankle joint. Moreover, it was able to reduce the requirement during388

each phase compared to other minimization criteria.389

The optimization algorithm of the actuation system indicates significant power consumption benefits of390

the robotic exoskeleton. The power consumption was greatly reduced and hence the size of the required391

battery is decreased. During the development of the virtual prototype, the optimization of the parameters392

of the actuation system was found to be a very challenging design task and required a trade-off among393

different design approaches. It was revealed that the simulation time was much increased when moving394

towards the full actuation model. In the above task, the controllers used were limited to a simple design395

otherwise the simulation time would add up with the complexity of the design. The coupling between396

the controllers was disregarded which alternatively could make the overall system more efficient. The397

trajectories of the robotic exoskeleton were also predefined and were not subjected to environmental398

disturbances e.g. a rough terrain or if pushed by another force. The similar values using an experimental399

setup of an elastic actuation system of an exoskeleton implies the integrity of the mathematical model400

developed and its verification and hence a lightweight and power-efficient system was resulted for an401

assistive robotic exoskeleton.402

5. Conclusions403

This paper presented an actuator design optimization technique for elastic actuators using series and404

parallel springs to power the lower limb joints of an assistive robotic exoskeleton so that a matching gait405

torque-angular profile could be replicated for elderly users. A power-efficient and lightweight system406

was evaluated using an elastic actuation system as compared to the rigid actuation system. This work407
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has quantified the trade-off between power efficiency and weight of the actuators using elastic elements408

so that device portability could be better adopted to provide independent assistance to the elderly users.409

A multifactor spring stiffness optimization approach was developed to optimize the spring based on410

several design factors. The detailed model of actuators, transmission systems and elastic elements were411

evaluated, and the springs used in PEA and SEA were optimized to reduce the kinetic requirements of the412

lower limb joints. SEA was not able to reduce the requirements significantly, however, PEA brought a413

reduction of up to 90% in the peak torque and peak power requirements of the system. The spring stiffness414

obtained through the multifactor approach was further used in the elastic actuator design framework415

to determine the best actuator selection in an elastic actuation system. An experimental prototype was416

implemented to verify the results. Even though the elastic elements were increasing the complexity of the417

joint actuators, however, there was a considerable effect that was observed on the weight and power of418

the system using elastic actuators as compared to the rigid actuation system. A reduction of up to 52%419

in the power consumption of the resulting exoskeleton was recorded and hence the portability of the420

exoskeleton could be better adopted to support elderly in performing ADL independently. The optimal421

design was evaluated using harmonic drives at the hip and knee joints and ball screws at the ankle joint in422

a parallel configuration of the elastic element. The proposed methodology could also be implemented423

using the joint level redundancy concept by investigating on the strengths and weaknesses of using two or424

more actuators at any lower limb joint of the exoskeleton.425
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